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Life under the cloud of COVID-19
Social distancing but closer than ever, members of Zoroastrian
Association of Victoria (ZAV), in Australia, continue to stay connected
and unified. In Australia’s conscious effort to help stop the spread of
Covid-19, Australians are only permitted to travel for essential needs,
meaning the beloved Friday night potlucks and Saturday night functions
have had to pause.
The majority of the population are now spending their weekdays
working and studying from home. On weekends you will more often
than not, find people constantly baking or cooking to pass time.
Fortunately for Australians, takeaways and delivery options are still
available, to satisfy any other cravings. The immediate and proactive
action by Australia has proved effective in managing the spread of Covid
-19, resulting in restrictions being lifted as the curve flattens. Australians
are hopeful and eager to get back to the everyday routine as progress
continues.
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Following these lockdown rules,
ZAV’s annual Navroze function was
unfortunately cancelled, which was
set to be a lively and popular event
with over 150 people who had
already RSVP’d ‘yes’! Even though
the face to face events such as
sporting competitions, Sunday
school, youth events and monthly
prayers have taken a pause,
members continue to maintain
traditions and relationships
virtually.
The ZAV Facebook community
stays buzzing, as hundreds of
people join live stream prayers,
such as the Adar Mahino Adar Roj
Prayers and Friday Night Prayers,
where the priests have prayed a
communal Tandarosti.
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The Zathost No Deso Jashan was the next live prayer to follow, which was watched live by many, not just in
Victoria but globally. Prayers of wellbeing were encouraged for all to participate in whilst streaming. People
feel a sense of community streaming the live prayers, allowing them to listen aloud to the prayers as well as
praying along.
As well as Australians, we were pleased to find that Zoroastrians from India, Singapore, New Zealand and
America were also streaming the live prayers. ZAV reached out to a wider audience with this Jashan. The ZAV
Committee was overwhelmed with appreciation, receiving a great deal of positive feedback, which only encourages the enjoyed virtual events more and more. In times when you can feel separated from family, friends
and reality, it’s comforting to know that faith continues and people still come together to pray, celebrate and
give thanks.

Zoroastrians of Victoria are fastening together with the guidance of
ZAV’s frequent email updates to ensure that the community receives
emotional support and a sense of clarity during these unprecedented
times. Whether you’re young and seeking spiritual or emotional coaching
or a student looking for learning, ZAV ensures that the Sunday school
group continue to gain useful resources and ongoing support.
It’s no secret that we like to spend an evening with good friends, good
food and maybe a drink or two. Parsi families stay connected with one
another for the much-needed weekend get together, however, now
virtually. Whether its Zoom or WhatsApp video calls, families sit down
with daru in one hand and snacks in the other, spending time with
friends. The weekend chats, laughs and ‘koila’ jokes continue, as they
should.
We pray to Ahura Mazda to keep everyone safe and healthy during
these unprecedented times.

*Tanya has recently moved with her family from Auckland and settled in Melbourne. She is studying a
double degree in Media Communications & Business at Monash University.

Muktad and Gatha 2019
By Ervad Kaivan Antia

Our holy Muktad days commenced from Wednesday 7 August 2019 and the Gathas from Monday 12
August.
During these 10 days, on weekdays two Stum and Farokshi were
recited daily and on weekends Stum, Farrokshi and Afringan / jashan
were performed. There were 13 vases / karasyas provided and 148
names of our dear departed souls for whom the prayers were
performed.

The prayers were performed daily by Ervad Kaivan and was assisted by
Ervad Fezan, Osta Khurshed and Behdin Adil in reciting the Stum
prayers. Ervad Keki attended on Sunday to recite the prayers.
We were challenged by the weather gods with a very cold snap and
rains; however it was very pleasing to see elders, youth and toddlers all
coming together for the prayers.
Everyone who attended brought along flowers and delicious home
cooked food which was put in the Stum and then shared by everyone.
The fragrance of the flowers combined with the scent of loban and
sandalwood with the chanting of the priests was a very deeply spiritual
and satisfying experience.
We thank everyone for their strong support and participation.

Youth Night Market
By ZAV Youth sub-committee
On Wednesday, 28th August 2019, the ZAV Youth Committee organised a gathering at
the Night Market (Victoria Markets, Melbourne).
We were pleased with the turnout of our first youth event, despite the
typical, unpredictable Melbourne weather. The night started off with
socializing and taking in the sights and sounds of the market.
We met some fresh faces who have recently moved to Melbourne to
study or work and introduced them to the close-knit
Melbourne youth group!
We got to taste a wide variety of different cuisines such as greek kebabs,
grilled squid and Crème brûlée .... quite a different change from our usual
dhansak and curry chawal.

Please jump onto our Facebook group - Melbourne Zoro Youth

Maidyojarem Gahambhar
By Ervad Kaivan Antia

A benevolent well-wisher, who wishes to remain anonymous,
wholeheartedly sponsored the Maidyozarem Gahambhar on 28th Sep
2019. The entire ZAV Committee rocked up in the morning to help
our very own Farzana Avari who graciously agreed to cook. The
Gahambar commenced with a Jashan which was performed by Ervad
Keki Madon and Ervad Kaivan Antia.

After the Jashan there was a presentation by the ZAV youth who had
participated at the 7th World Zoroastrian Youth Congress where they
shared their experiences and learnings from the event.

This followed was by mouth-watering dhanshak and kebabs. The
function was well attended by over 170 Zoros. Many thanks to the
anonymous sponsor of the Gahambar, respected priests Ervad Keki
Madon & Ervad Kaivan Antia, our chef Mrs. Farzana Avari and families
of the ZAV Committee who put in a lot of effort to make this a
success.

Sunday School
By Havovi Antia & Diana Irani

Sunday school recommenced from October 2019. The second Sunday School was held on 24 November at
the Antia residence. Following on from the first session which
focused on Ahura Mazda and the birth of Zarathushtra , the second
Sunday School focused on the life and teachings of Zarathushtra, the
spread of our religion and briefly touched upon the evil spirit (Angre
Mainyu).
The 2nd Sunday School was well attended with approximately 18
children attending. It was an interactive session conducted by the
teachers.

At the end of the Sunday School, a Humbundagi was performed with
all the children and their parents enthusiastically participating.
Ervad Kaivan asked the children if they knew which direction we
should recite our prayers in? Following a couple of enthusiastic
responses from the children, Ervad Kaivan explained the different
‘gehs’ and the direction in which prayers should be performed
depending on the time of the day. One child asked a very relevant
question as to why do we cover our heads when we pray? This was
answered by Ervad Kaivan.
All in all we are quite touched by the interest and participation shown
by the children in the Sunday School. While the Sunday School, was in
progress most of the parents stood outside the house and chatted /
introduced themselves to one another.
We have had 3 classes so far but due to Covid-19, the Sunday school
was paused. However we are pleased to announce online Sunday
School will recommence from June 2020. Details to follow.

Kids Day Out
By ZAV Youth sub-committee

After the Sunday School held on 24 November ended, the parents and their children went to the park on
Oakview Parade near the Antia’s residence. Thankfully the weather gods were benevolent, the sun was
shining, and it was a great day to be outdoors.

It was very heartening to see the children interact and play with one
another, especially as most of them were meeting each other for only
the second time. The kids played on the swings, climbed the bars and
also played soccer for some time.

Some of the children had got their bicycles which they rode in the
park. After an hour of play we shared the plate of food everyone had
brought.
We are very pleased to see the young ones interacting with each
other and hopefully forming friendships which will last a lifetime.

Christmas Party
By ZAV Events sub-committee

The ZAV Christmas Party was held on Sunday 1st of December at
Rentoul hall, the first one to be held in a few years. The Christmas
Party was well attended, by approximately 40 children, 80 adults, and
SANTA.
There were many activities organised by the committee for the day, mostly for kids but also for the adults.
The day started with dancing statues, where the children and the adults got involved, even some of the
elders were showing their Christmas spirit.
Other activities organised included the colouring and play doh corner (which was an absolute hit), pin the
nose on Rudolph, and passing the parcel.
Snacks were served to all, with the menu including chicken mayo & chutney sandwiches, chips, cakes and
veggies and dips among other things. A huge thank you to all those who were involved in the preparation
and helped out on the day.
After snacks, Santa made an appearance with his elves and presents
for all the kids. Santa sat in his chair at the photo booth, and all the
kids lined up to meet with him and take a picture with him. The kids
got to meet Santa, tell him what good children they had been and
what they wanted for Christmas. Santa listened to them all and gave
them all a gift. Santa left to go back to the North Pole after the raffle
winners were announced.

The raffle was organised by the committee to raise funds for the Starlight
Children’s Foundation. ZAV raised $325 on the day the proceeds were
donated to Starlight Children’s Foundation.
The Starlight Children's Foundation is a charity that are responsible for
brightening the lives of sick children and the ZAV committee feels this
donation is in the spirit of Christmas and true Zoroastrian values.

Everyone in general and all the children in particular had a lot of fun and
the function was very well received by all who attended.

Hearty Congratulations
To Dr Sabar Rustomjee

Our hearts are overflowed with immense pride and joy as the AM honour was bestowed upon our very
own Dr Sabar Rustomjee on Australia day 2020 for her significant service to psychotherapy and to
community health.
Dear Dr Sabar Rustomjee, we salute you for your tremendous
achievements and contributions.
From the article published in India Link - "She has spent a lifetime
listening to people’s stories with empathy, compassion and respect. In
a career spanning over 50 years, Melbourne-based psychotherapist Dr.
Sabar Rustomjee has helped people navigate some of the most
challenging times in their lives. Dedicated to redefining possibilities and
improving lives, she is a proud recipient of the AM honour this
Australia Day."

Youth Strike Bowling
By ZAV Youth sub-committee
On Sunday the 23rd of February, the ZAV Youth Committee organised a
fun-filled, bowling night. The event was a grand success, attracting over
30 young Zoroastrians...!
The night started off with the participants getting familiar with each
other and warmly welcoming the
new faces into the group. They were then divided into teams of 6, where
they vivaciously competed in a game of bowling whilst enjoying a variety
of chips, pizzas and drinks (dhansak wasn’t on the menu, sorry guys!).
In addition to the game of bowling, the team at Strike Bowling kindly
offered us their Karaoke room, where the group sang songs, played
games and chatted amongst themselves. Everyone loved socialising so
much that even after the event was over, many participants went for
some dessert together to end the night...!

We were truly overjoyed by the enthusiasm of the group and we hope it
only gets bigger and better from here. For anyone who missed out on
this wonderful event, please join us on our Facebook page @ Melbourne
Zoro Youth.

Seniors’ Day Out
By Roda Namdarian
On Sunday 8th March a group of 16 ZAV Seniors set sail on board the ferry on a return trip from Southgate to
Williamstown.
The ferry departed at approximately 10.30am for Williamstown. It was a cool and balmy Melbourne morning
but gradually the sun surfaced behind the clouds for a sunny day.

Along the way, we noticed the development of new tall office and
apartment buildings and also the many cafes and restaurants that have
given Southbank and South Wharf a unique identity of their own.
We arrived in picturesque Williamstown around noon and with a packed
lunch in hand made our way to a nearby park overlooking the water.

There were quite a few private boats and speedboats anchored near the
foreshore. Everyone enjoyed the packed lunch of delicious sandwiches,
savouries, cakes, sweets and the interesting and hilarious chit chat not
forgetting to use the hand sanitizers at every opportunity.

At 2.00pm it was time to slowly make our way to the pier in order to
catch the ferry back to Southgate. From a distance we saw the majestic
cruise liner “Queen Mary 2” which was docked at Station Pier.

A large General Cargo Ship with its very long antenna passed us by and
we watched with abated breath as it made its way under the Westgate
Bridge.

Upon arrival at Southbank everyone said their goodbyes and were very
happy as it was a very enjoyable day. Our sincere thanks to Roda for
organizing this outing.

Religious Nook
By Ervad Kaivan Antia

Today we will touch upon the appropriate prayers to be prayed in the five gehs. This is a question often
asked by many Zoroastrians who want to know the correct prayers to be prayed in each geh.
Havan Geh
From twilight in the morning to 12:39 pm facing East
Farajiyat (Obligatory prayers)

Marajiyat (Voluntary prayers)

Sarosh Baj,

Hormazd Yasht,

Hoshbam (recite this if you start your prayers in the twilight period
before sunrise),

Ardibesht Yasht,

Havan Geh,

Sarosh Yasht hadokht,
Yasht prayers per roj

Khorshed Niyayesh,
Meher Niyayesh,
Mahbokhtar Niyaesh,
Atash Niyaesh,
Vispa Humata,
Doa Nam Setayesh

Rapithvan Geh
From 12:40 pm to 3:39 pm facing South
from the first day i.e. Hormazd roj of Mah Avan till the last Gatha i.e. Vahishtoisht gatha one should pray second Havan Gah as stated
above
Farajiyat (Obligatory prayers)

Marajiyat (Voluntary prayers)

Sarosh Baj,

Ardibesht Yasht,

Rapithvan Geh,

Yasht prayers per roj

Khorshed Niyayesh,
Meher Niyayesh,
Doa Nam Setayesh

Ujiran Geh
From 3:40 pm to sunset facing West
Farajiyat (Obligatory prayers)

Marajiyat (Voluntary prayers)

Sarosh Baj,

Sarosh Yasht hadokht

Ujiran Geh,
Khorshed Niyayesh,
Meher Niyayesh,
Doa Nam Setayesh

Aiwishathrum Geh

Ushain Geh

From sunset to 12:39 am in the night facing West

From 12:40 am in the night to sunrise

Farajiyat (Obligatory prayers)

Farajiyat (Obligatory prayers)

Sarosh Baj,

Sarosh Baj,

Aiwishathrum Geh,

Ushain Geh,

Chirag no Namaskar,

Hormazd Yasht,

Sarosh Yasht Vadi

Sarosh Yasht Hadokht,

Atash Niyaesh,

Ardibesht Yasht (Marajiyat),

Doa Nam Setayesh

Doa Nam Setayesh
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